
 

 

QUESTIONNAIRE  EVALUATION  -   

EAP 2 

 

Student Name: ______________________________ 

Student ID: ___________________ 

Date: _________________Total Score = ______ /20 

Criteria Score Criteria Description 

Organisation  
 

4 Demonstrates effective organisation of ideas and clear understanding of questionnaire style and structure. 

3 Demonstrates appropriate organisation of ideas and an understanding of questionnaire style and structure. 

2 Demonstrates partial organisation of ideas with some sense of appropriate questionnaire style and structure. 

1 Demonstrates partial organisation of ideas. Attempts to use an appropriate questionnaire style and structure are inconsistent. 

 

Relevance and 
adequacy of 

content 

4 All aspects of task addressed. Demonstrates some degree of complexity of ideas and abstraction. Relevant Meets minimum word length. 

3 Serious attempt to address all aspects of task. Demonstrates some degree of complexity of ideas. Mostly relevant to the task.  Meets minimum word 
length. 

2 Many aspects of task addressed.  Simple ideas expressed are generally relevant to the task. May or may not meet minimum word length. 

1 Task is partially addressed with limited or repetitive support. Ideas expressed may be relevant. May or may not meet minimum word length 

 

Questionnaire 
 

4  Questions addressed the topic in a relevant manner yet not all answers were suitable to provide information that could be interpreted reliably. 

3  Questions addressed the topic in a relevant manner but contained some unsuitable answers that did not allow enough variation for reliable 
interpretation. 

2 Simple questions addressed the topic.   Many answers were unsuitable and did not allow enough variation for effective analysis 

1 Simple questions addressed the topic. Some answers were irrelevant and did not allow for consistently reliable interpretation  

 

Executive 
Summary and 
Introduction  

 

4 The executive summary included key areas in the report and the introduction stated at a minimum the purpose and background or methodology. 

3 The executive summary included key areas in the report and the introduction stated the purpose, but not background or methodology. 

2 The executive summary attempted to address most key areas in the report and/or the introduction attempted to state the purpose or background or 
methodology. 

1 No executive summary and/or introduction 

 

Accuracy- 
Grammar, 

Punctuation and 
Spelling 

4 Generally high level of control demonstrated with mostly accurate use of a wide range of structures, including verb tenses, passive, modals, reported 
speech forms, compound and complex sentences.  Spelling and punctuation are consistently accurate. 

3 Generally appropriate level of control demonstrated with occasional inaccurate use of some structures, including verb forms, passives, modals, 
compound and complex sentences. Spelling and punctuation are mostly accurate. 

2 Inconsistent control demonstrated with frequent inaccuracies in the use of some structures, including verb forms, passives, modals and reported speech 
Developing control of compound and complex sentences consistently demonstrated.  Spelling of familiar and some frequently occurring specialist words 
related to the topic mostly accurate. Punctuation sometimes inconsistent. 

1 Inconsistent control demonstrated with frequent inaccuracies in the use of some structures, including verb forms, passives, modals and reported speech 
Developing control of compound and complex sentences occasionally demonstrated. Spelling of familiar words mostly accurate. Errors in some 
frequently occurring specialist words even if related to topic.  Punctuation inconsistent. 

 



Teacher Comments 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


